Kinetic analysis of DNA compaction by mycobacterial integration host factor at the single-molecule level.
Nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs) play an important role on chromosome condensation and organization. Mycobacterial integration host factor (mIHF) is one of the few mycobacterial NAPs identified so far. mIHF has the ability to stimulate mycobacteriophage L5 integration and compact DNA into nucleoid-like or higher order filamentous structures by atomic force microscopy observation. In this study, M. smegmatis IHF (MsIHF), which possesses the sequence essential for mIHF's functions, binds 30-bp dsDNA fragments in a sequence-independent manner and displays sensitivity to ion strength in bio-layer interferometry (BLI) experiments. The DNA compaction process of MsIHF was observed at the single-molecule level using the total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM). MsIHF efficiently compacted λ DNA into a highly condensed structure with the concentration of 0.25 and 1.0 μM, and the packing ratios were higher than 10. Further kinetic analysis revealed MsIHF compacts DNA in a three-step mechanism, which consists of two compaction steps with different compacting rates separated by a lag step. This study would help us better understand the mechanisms of chromosomal DNA organization in mycobacteria.